
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXAMINATION CANDIDATES 

 Candidates sitting written examinations in the University are reminded that they are required to have 

available on their desks in the examination room proof of identity, such proof being a valid ID and 

Library card issued to each student at enrolment. 

 Candidates unable to produce their Student ID or Library card when requested by the Invigilator in the 

examination room may not have their mark processed. 

 Candidates must not have in their possession in the examination room, nor make use of, any book, 

manuscript, electronic calculator or any other aid that is not specifically allowed in the rubric of the 

examination paper. If calculators are permitted they must not contain any user-recorded data or program 

and must be incapable of electronic communication. 

 Candidates are only allowed to take permitted aids for their examination in to the examination 

venue. These aids (e.g. pencils, biros) must be carried in a clear and transparent pencil case or “poly 

pocket” which will be examined on entry to the examination venue. 

 Candidates are not allowed to communicate in any way with one another once they have entered the 

examination venue. 

 If, in the opinion of an invigilator, a candidate is causing a disturbance or has been observed acting in 

breach of a regulation, e.g. talking to or communicating with another in an examination, he/she shall be 

warned. If the candidate continues to be disruptive or continues to act in breach of the regulations he/she 

shall be required to leave the venue. The candidate will not be readmitted for that examination and the 

incident will be reported to the Superintendent of Examinations. 

 No mobile phones, pagers or any other unauthorised electronic device are allowed in the examination 

rooms or any other accessible room, i.e. public toilets. Unauthorised possession of a mobile phone or a 

prohibited electronic device will be reported to the Superintendent of Examinations 

  No candidate is allowed to enter the room after the examination has been in progress for thirty 

minutes and no candidate may leave the room until the examination has been in progress for forty-five 

minutes. 

 No candidate is to leave the examination room in the final half-hour of an examination since movement 

during this period may cause disturbance to other candidates still in the examination room. 

 No food may be consumed in the examination venues. 

 Any student wearing a head covering (i.e. crash helmet, baseball cap, woolly hat, hijab, etc) will either be 

asked to remove it, or, in the case of hijabs etc, will be asked to show that they are not concealing any 

ear pieces/listening devices etc. in their ears. 

 Candidates are not permitted to use their own calculators unless it is clearly indicated on the rubric of the 

individual paper that they may do so. The University will, however, provide a standard calculator (Casio 

FX-83 or FX-85) for use at each venue. 

 English /foreign language dictionaries will not be allowed into examination venues unless it is clearly 

indicated on the rubric that they may be used. Invigilators will have a supply of English only and 

English/Welsh Dictionaries at each venue which candidates will be able to refer to, provided the rubric 

allows this. 

 At the end of the examination, students must remain seated in silence until all examination scripts have 

been collected and the Chief Invigilator announces that they may depart from the examination venue. 

  

 


